
Associate, Tech Special Projects – Venture Out

Number of Positions: 2 to 3

In 2017, Start Proud launched Venture Out, Canada’s first conference for LGBTQ+ inclusion in Tech &
Entrepreneurship. We’re building a community to help connect Canada’s future LGBTQ+ leaders with jobs, with
mentors, and with each other.

Today the lines between “Startups” and “Traditional Industry” are blurring – and we want to build a community that can
facilitate the professional development of all Canada’s Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Ally (LGBTQA+)
future leaders. To that end, we’ve identified 3 key priorities for Start Proud’s tech & entrepreneurship programming in 2018:

● Increase the visibility of LGBTQ+ leaders in tech & entrepreneurship, whether that be by hosting an increased
number of year-round events, or producing content that profiles leaders and role models in our community.

● Build bridges between Canada’s startups/scaleups and the enterprises and established companies they work
with. This could involve anything from

● Create more opportunities for LGBTQ+ young people to connect with mentors and peers in a productive
environment, so we leave events or initiatives feeling better equipped in our professional lives than we were
when Venture Out started.

What we are looking for:

● If the ambiguity of that description excites you more than it scares you, this might be the role for you.
● You bring some expertise to the team in partnerships, sales, events, development, marketing, or some other area,

but are comfortable and excited about working cross-functionally.
● One or more of the priorities listed above leapt off the page for you, and you have thoughts on where

Venture Out & Start Proud’s entrepreneurship and tech programming could go in the future.
● Experience that rounds out our Venture Out team. We have are continuously learning on how to make the most

memorable experience for our attendees and sponsors
● You’re a team player and love a challenge. We are building Canada’s biggest LGBTQ+ technology community

and welcoming over 400 attendees from across Canada
● You’re passionate about the LGBTQ+ community and enjoy anything and everything tech related

Okay, I’m interested. What does this role look like?

As a member of the Venture Out Tech Special Projects team, your success metrics will fluctuate. That’s okay –
we’ll define these as we go. To this end, you will:

● Develop a strategy collaboratively with the special projects team. The team will identify 2-3 key initiatives
and own them from ideation to completion.

● Evaluate those initiatives upon completion, and lay the groundwork to grow them within Start Proud
organization.

● Do some grunt work. There may be some lugging boxes, chasing email threads, and playing with endless
excel files involved.

Interested in joining the team? Send a resume and short cover letter (feel free to keep it casual) to
ventureout@startproud.org by September 4, 2017.

We believe a diverse team makes our community stronger, and we encourage applications from
students, candidates of colour, women, immigrant candidates, transgender candidates, and
candidates with disabilities.
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